Charge-localized naphthalene-bridged bis-hydrazine radical cations.
Electron transfer (ET) in four symmetrically substituted naphthalene-bridged bis-hydrazine radical cations (1,4; 1,5; 2,6; and 2,7) is compared within the Marcus-Hush framework. The ET rate constants (k(ET)) for three of the compounds were measured by ESR; the 2,7-substituted compound has an intramolecular ET that is too slow to measure by this method. The k(ET) values are significantly dependent upon the substitution pattern of the hydrazine units on the naphthalene bridge but do not correlate with the distance between them. This is contrary to an assumption that is frequently made about intervalence compounds that the bridge serves only as a spacer that fixes the distance between the charge-bearing units. The internal vibrational and solvent portions (lambda(v) and lambda(s)) of the total reorganization energy (lambda) have been separated using solvent effects on the intervalence band maximum, resulting in a lambda(v) that is the same, 9900 cm(-1), for the differently substituted naphthalenes. This is in accord with the general assumption that lambda(v) is primarily dependent upon the charge bearing unit and not the bridge. However, the trends in lambda(s) cannot be explained by dielectric continuum theory.